Best Darn Yarn Tenders© and Best Darn Needles and Hooks Tubes©
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The “Best Darn Yarn Tender” free s/h VISIT: www.SkerinKnittingandCrochet.com, home page,
click yarn tenders tab. Colors are selected randomly for orders.
TO RECEIVE A FREE SAMPLE: ‘LIKE’ the page named ‘Skerin Knitting and Crochet’ on FB
and send me an email with your mailing address showing you have completed the LIKE.
A “Tender” is able to keep a newly opened skein of yarn intact as you knit or crochet from the first
pull to the last. The first thing I do when I open a skein of yarn is put it in a “Tender”. I have often
been knitting and in the middle
of pulling up more yarn from my
knitting bag on the floor, I
realized that there was no yarn
left in the “tender” when my
hand comes up empty … because
it was that GOOD in keeping the
yarn from tangling up to the very
end of the skein.The key to
keeping the yarn in good physical
shape and prevent tangles during
the entire knitting process
is: The moment you grab new
yarn to use, REMOVE the label
(paper edges may easily damage
the mesh) and PUT IT IN THE
TENDER while it is still in its
best condition (miscellaneous
leftover gloppy skeins or centerpull balls may also find shelter in
a tender since they are in a
fragile state of use). AND,
before inserting the yarn,
remember to find the outside
end of the skein and be sure it is
wrapped around the outside of
the skein, away from the both skein ends so that it does not end up coming out from either end of
the tender.
The photo above indicating sample numbers shows various configurations for the Tenders, depending
upon skein conditions. Photo #5 is a skein after finding the end and then beginning the ball winding,
photos #3 & #4 are skeins with the wound balls inserted in the tender with the remainder of the
intact skein – how-tos explained below. Photo #3 is also showing what NOT to do – about the need to
remove the label before inserting into the mesh.
NEW SKEIN ISSUES: The “Tender” is also invaluable when you have opened a new skein of yarn
but the center pull end is nowhere in sight (or there is an initial manufacturing tangled clump
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beginning at the live end) … you can: pull the clump from the middle (using your fingers as pincers),
then find the beginning within it, then insert the skein as well as the pulled clump into the
“Tender”. If there is not enough length to the tender to do this, simply ‘gang’ on another tender to
the existing tender and begin knitting.
KNITTING FOR A WHILE AND THE LIVE YARN SEEMS TO BE STUCK IN THE SKEIN:
insert your pincer fingers and pull out as small a clump as possible just where you feel the yarn is
stuck. Try to keep the clump intact, gently remove the tangle. Then you can either insert it back
into the tender or ‘gang’ another tender for it.
LIVE YARN GOT STUCK, PULLED IT OUT, UNTANGLED IT BUT IT MADE A BIG MESS
Photo #3 and #4 show this before and after the identified issue:
beginning with live yarn closest to your needle, wind a center pull ball until you have wound all of the
newly untangled yarn and you are left with what is then coming from the original skein. Now put this
center pull ball ahead of the skein in the tender or gang another tender if needed and resume
knitting.
The tender holds SKEINS or BALLS … and up to (16 oz) pounder skeins. Picture #1 is an 8 oz skein,
#2 is a 16 oz skein. They are soft and pliable. If you need more length on the “Tender”, just gang
two; that is, use two tenders that meet and overlap in the middle.
As far as the smallest ball that can be inserted, they work great on even the smallest of amounts of
yarn (see photo example with the yellow mesh and pink center-pull ball). They continue to compress
down meet the diameter, all the way down to even an inch. It is a gentle but firm compression that
can go from the smallest just mentioned up to the pounder seen in the photo.
These truly work GREAT. They are reusable and last a long time. Note they do need to be treated
with some gentleness, as a needle poke, etc. may cause a hole or tear. Also, if you have a
small/shorter skein or ball and don’t like the extra tender ‘hanging over’, you only need fold over the
tender, doubling it, which helps with good compression on the yarn as it is being used. These truly
work GREAT. They are reusable and last a long time. Also, if you have a small/shorter skein or ball
and don’t like the extra tender mesh ‘hanging over’, you only need fold over the tender, doubling it,
which helps with good compression on the yarn as it is being used. NEVER CUT; this will destroy the
strength and overall integrity of the tender. Also, folding over the mesh into two layers will increase
compression of the yarn for a closer fit/firmness while the live yarn will still be easily pulled from
the tender.

Note regarding the properties/use of the tenders; pros can be cons, e.g.
PRO: they are soft and gentle;
CON: they are soft and gentle;
they do need to be treated with some gentleness, as a needle poke, etc. may cause a hole or tear.
The generous length of about 14” is made for a full skein or to double inside itself for more
compression when needed for a SMALL ball of yarn and it won't become tangled at all thru to the
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last pull, unless a tangle was made during manufacture of the skein from the factory floor (see
pictorial how-to photo above of the yellow yarn tender).
Also, never immerse the tenders in hot water; they will turn into something like flat cardboard.
The tender is also great for CONES.
Back to Original Size After Use??? A tender, once used, generally does not return to the original
spaghetti-looking size, but will continue to do a good job as it is used on new skeins.
Generally, my mode of operation is: when I open a new skein or center-pull ball, I put the yarn in the
tender and it stays there for the rest of its life. Of course, a STASHER working a lot of projects
would need a good supply (endless ?) of yarn tenders!
The number one comment about the tenders is how very gentle they are on the hands as compared to
anything else available that is defined as doing the same job. Other items (“yarn bras”) have been
identified to me as extremely hard on the hands because the edges scratch the skin badly and, as
well, easily snags the yarn.
The subject of yarn NAP. It should be remembered that yarn has nap (just like sewing fabric). If
you are at the end of a skein and wish to roll it into a ball; the yarn should be rolled as a center-pull,
thereby creating the same nap direction as originally pulled/knitted from when it was a full skein or
center-pull ball.
Said another way, or reversely, if you wind up the remnant as a ball with the live end of the yarn
coming from the outside, you will be working from the opposite nap from originally wound.
The specific quality and texture properties are more obvious in various yarns vs. lesser quality yarns,
although the premise is the same for any quality of yarn.

Actual Customer Comments:

Trish

I just received my yarn tenders and can’t believe how quickly they arrived!! You
have such a great deal on them that I just couldn’t pass them up. I just couldn’t see
paying the retail price for a small branded pack of 3-4 of these for some
astronomical figure that do not even compare with your Tenders…
I have promptly bookmarked your site so I can find it again. I hope you carry these
for a very long time.

Ellen

I cannot tell you how much I love the Best Darn Yarn Tenders. I had NO idea how
much such a simple item could transform my knitting! In fact, I cannot knit without
them any longer. Rarely does a product do everything it promises. Well…these
really do! I just placed another order!
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Examples of use
left:
New Skein had tangles – new skein had tangles when opened, so the tangles were pulled out,
then wound as a center pull to maintain the existing center pull end, then both the skein and the ball
are inserted into the Tender (gang 2 if needed)

center:

8-oz skein fully enveloped and protected

right:

Ganging – 16 oz/Pounder on right corralled with one tender overlapping another – because: properties of
the mesh are a factor, since one must consider the maximum stretch width/breadth makeup of the
tender. As it is stretched to full breadth it will become shorter; therefore two ganged together do the trick
to accommodate the pounder.
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QUINTESSENTIAL IMAGES AND REALITIES VISITED Cats & Yarn And Needles And
Yarn
CATS AND YARN A crocheting friend of mine, (only just yesterday – the truth!), took
her sick cat to the vet. The diagnosis: YARN the cat had swallowed which caused
the cat multiple health problems. This begs the comment… What do we often see in
yarn ‘advertisements’ but the quintessential photo of the oh-so-cute kitten and ball
of yarn; this does not address reality. Cats and yarn do not belong together.
Obviously if one is unable refrain from letting their precious felines play with it, it
should be closely monitored. It also gets caught in their teeth. I have cats and I do
not let them touch the yarn. I love them and don’t want to take them to the vet for
something that could have been easily prevented.
NEEDLES/HOOKS AND YARN Then that also reminds me of another quintessential
photo that we see more often than not when knitting needles or crochet hooks are
shown with yarn/wool. They are usually shown impaling a ball of yarn; it makes for
an artistic graphic but, again, does not address reality. This is one of the worst
thing in the world you could do to yarn/wool; it will tear and/or split the yarn. Yes,
sometimes this is relatively fixable, but the bottom line is that needles do not
belong stuck in a ball of yarn. If you are afraid you will lose a needle when you
need to leave your work, it is easy enough to find another method of storing workin-process. I would like to call these my ‘opinions’, but I think, perhaps, these are
realities.
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 telescopic length extension 8 1/4" to 14 1/4"
 ratchet mechanism locks at extended positions; smooth & easy for arthritic hands
 speedy, efficient packing of needles and hooks, fits great into knitting bag
 use again and again, clear, see through, square shape excellent for stacking and storing
 not just for needlework! Use for household items, garage tools, small items that need protection when not
in use
Elaine – January 27, 2014: I recently purchased the needle and hook tubes and they are awesome!! They
are very sturdy and perfect for organizing my double pointed needles and crochet hooks. Plus, they do
extend easily as described for longer needles sets. I will also use them to carry knitting needles in my tote
to classes so they don’t slip out like needles seem to want to do nor will they get bent. These tubes are
also so great because they are transparent. I have M-A-N-Y needles and being able to spot what I want at a
glance is such a time and stress saver. An added bonus is that they lay and stack so nicely since they are a
gentle square shape and I didn’t expect that feature! These tubes are just terrific and I will be back for
more! Thank you, Susan, for this great product and for the fast shipping.
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Jeanne – March 22, 2014: I have had the same experience as Elaine. The tubes still maintain their integrity
after having traveled in the bottom of my tote for nearly a year. I’ve tried many other needle storage
methods, and these are by far the best!
Verified Purchase These arrived amazingly fast. I got 5 cases for a good price, and they hold all sizes of
needles. I prefer double pointed needles, and I need something to keep them all together in my bag. I
carry my projects with me. I had some extra long double pointed needles, and these telescope to hold any
size. I would like to buy more so I can have nice cases for all my needles.

No Knitstinction©™

CaTchet Crochet©™

Written material, photographs, graphics and artwork in this document are the sole property of, copyrighted and
trademarked by Susan D. Kerin. Reprinting or copying for distribution is against the law and subject to legal action.
Making copies is an infringement on the designer’s livelihood and ability to publish new design patterns.
Susan D. Kerin, Knit & Crochet Professional, Recipient, National Design Awards;
telephone 410-641-8290 EST, email susankerin@mchsi.com
www.SkerinKnittingandCrochet.com
Susan Kerin
I’ve been knitting and crocheting since the age of eight. These
fine arts and other genres of needlework have always been part
of my life. I won a Singer Sewing contest when I was 12 years
old. Previous background also includes commercial business
ownership, management and writing and editing.
I am the recipient of multiple national awards for my afghan
design work in both knit and crochet. My work has appeared
with Mary Maxim, Herrschners and Caron. Afghans I designed
have been featured on publication front covers. As well, my
‘Floral Spray’ was featured on the front cover of a Mary Maxim
‘Best Of’ book and my ‘Shoots & Ladders’ afghan appeared on
the inside front cover of Herrschners ‘Best Of’ Book.
As to knitting and crochet, I am devoted to: teaching (individual, group, institutional) general and custom knit
and crochet lessons at all levels and topics,researching and study (4,000 books and publications library),
designing, writing and editing designs to final publication status, focusing on clearly written, comprehensive
patterns, preparing new lessons and tutorials,lecture and presentations to interested groups
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